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UK booKies fUry at LaboUr Levy pLan
Share prices drop as proposal affects confidence

UK bookmakers’ share prices have tumbled 
after Labour’s shadow culture secretary 
Harriet Harman announced plans to fund 
grassroots sport by imposing a levy on 
sports betting, should they come into 
power at the next UK general election. 

Ladbrokes’ stock fell by 12%, 
while William Hill and Paddy Power 
dropped 7% and 3% respectively, 
and the bookmaking community has 
been vociferous in its response. A 
spokesperson for William Hill told The 
Spectator that his firm already paid 
more than its fair share of taxes.

“The gambling industry contributes 
more than £1bn to the Treasury, 
with a further £400m expected to be 
raised next year thanks to initiatives 
announced at the last Budget,” he said, 
in reference to the increased duties on 
high-street stores’ FOBT machines.

Ladbrokes director of external 
relations Donald McCabe echoed that 
sentiment, suggesting his company 
already paid more in tax than they 
earned in profit: “We are not sure 
why an extra tax is being proposed 
on an industry already facing two tax 
increases and which pays out over 65% 
of all its earnings in taxes and levies.” 
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“Record-breaking Beijing millions 
main event features 2732-entrant 

field to become the biggest  
live poker tournament ever  

held outside of USa.” 
@PocketFives

“my head nearly explodes from  
tilt when i see americas card room 

ads on @espn’s coverage of the 
WSOP. Very disappointed.” 
PokerNews’ head of content  

@MatthewParvis

“as neo Poker Lab wins #gigse14 
launchpad, #eig14 launchpad  

opens for submissions.” 
Clarion Events’  

@EwaBakun
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Tweets of the week

frOm frONT PAGE
Another Ladbrokes spokesperson 

warned that the firm was already 
closing 40-50 shops this year, and 
more could soon follow. “The pips are 
squeaking and we must surely now 
be given some stability to continue to 
support our employment and tax base 
while delivering for shareholders,” 
they said. 

William Hill chief executive Ralph 
Topping also questioned the political 
validity of the policy, telling the Sun: 
“Currently costs are not passed on to 
the consumer, but that just would not 
be the case with this. The punter would 
take the hit – and i cannot see how 
that would help Labour’s popularity.” 

industry feeling was succinctly 
summed up by independent Yorkshire 
betting shop n Charles Bookmakers, 
who tweeted: “Labour’s betting levy 
to be used for grassroots and problem 
gambling. Think the well’s almost  
run dry!”

 
KEY POINTS
• UK bookmakers’ share prices plummet 
as Labour announce plans for betting levy
• Companies protest that the last Budget 
already hit them hard enough 
• William Hill CEO says the costs would 
impact the average punter

 POkeR
regULators worLDwiDe approve 
aMaya/rationaL groUp DeaL 
PokerStars acquisition  
given the all-clear  
Amaya gaming has announced it has 
received all the regulatory approval 
necessary to finalise its purchase of the 
Rational group. 

The firm required approval from 
regulators in a dozen jurisdictions  

 
where Rational group is licensed – 
including two in the isle of Man and 
Malta, as well as PokerStars licences in 
Spain, italy, France, Denmark, Belgium, 
Bulgaria and Estonia – in order for the 
$4.9bn deal to be completed by the 
end of September as planned. 

The Toronto Stock Exchange, where 
Amaya is listed, has issued a conditional 
approval for the transaction along with 
various equity and debt instruments 
needed to finance it.

Completion of the transaction 
remains subject to approval by Amaya’s 
shareholders who will consider the deal 
at a meeting on 30 July.

 The company stated that “assuming a 
favourable outcome” the firms “intend to 
move expeditiously towards completing 
the transaction”. 

KEY POINTS
• Amaya group clears all regulatory 
hurdles in its bid to acquire PokerStars 
and FullTilt owner the Rational group. 

 aSia
MaCaU sheDs thoUsanD of 
gaMing seCtor worKers 
5,500 jobs go as macau gambling 
businesses trim their staffing levels
The world’s largest gambling market 
Macau saw its gaming workforce contract 
in Q2 by 5,500 to 80,000, according to 
data from the special administrative 
region’s Statistics and Census Service. 

With the region reporting relatively 
low unemployment levels of just 1.7%, 
many of these workers may have moved 
to the construction industry, which 
added 7,000 workers. 

The worker migration away 
from casinos could reflect Macau’s 
increasing willingness to embrace non-
gaming activity. 

As much as 90% of the money spent 
in Macau goes on gaming, a statistic 
that becomes a problem if gaming 
revenues falter. 

in June of this year gaming revenue 
fell by 3.7%, eliciting calls from 
investors and ratings agencies for 
economic diversification. 

“As a small, open economy with a 
high degree of concentration risk, 
Macau is characterised by above-
average volatility with respect to 

A PokerStars European Poker Tour  
(EPT) trophy. [Photo: Neil Stoddart]
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growth, inflation and government 
revenues,” said Moody’s. 

Las Vegas could provide a model  
to mimic, where ‘Sin City’ is now  
better known for its family- and 
corporate-friendly amenities rather 
than purely gaming. 

The strip recently reported 5% 
growth in gaming revenue for the 
second quarter, and looks poised to 
record five straight years of growth.

 gUeST cOLUmniST
“betting on a bitCoin fUtUre”
 

by daniel 
Schwartzkopff   
Bitcoin-only 
sportsbook founder

“Sceptical, 
confused or 
unaware – the 
majority of 

people tend to be one of the three 
when it comes to bitcoin. But for the 
ever-growing, clued-up community 
of digital currency users it is not a 
gimmick. it’s not illicit. it’s the future. 
Already, more than 15,000 online 
retailers accept it.

Overstock.com is a nasdaq-listed 
company that surpassed $1m-worth of 
sales within two months of starting to 
accept bitcoin. 

Lamborghini became the first car 
company to embrace bitcoin for 
payment and nBA team Sacramento 
Kings does the same thing for tickets 
and memorabilia. You can even 
travel to space using bitcoin on 
Virgin galactic, while the iRS recently 
drafted official rules regarding the tax 
implications of trading or purchasing 
with bitcoin. 

Already 20% of bitcoin activity is 
believed to be gambling-related and 
my firm BetViP aims to add more than 
a veneer of credibility – we are fully 
transparent and committed to bringing 
the currency into everyday use. 

Although bitcoin might offer a 
temporary loophole for taking bets 
from the US, it will be closed quickly, 
and a better approach is a long-term 
one that avoids black markets. 

As the world of online betting and 
gaming continues to open up through 
the introduction of regulation around 
the world, bitcoin will thrive. The 
digital world needs a digital currency. 
Why continue to use traditional forms 
of money when they are slow and 
customers are penalised by exchange 
rates? Bitcoin deposits are instant. 
They happen in the same minute, the 
same second, and withdrawals can be 
processed just as quickly.

Privacy is important and transactions 
can be kept anonymous, but 
responsible bitcoin operators have 
identity checks that are just as 
thorough as any other company. They 
will abide with traditional licensing 
regulations and international law.

it is also highly fraud-resistant. 
Theft is made harder by the fact that 
you need access to the actual bitcoin 
wallet as well as the password – this is 
equivalent to needing both a physical 
bank card and its Pin number to 
transact. And, as an added operator 
benefit, fraudulent chargebacks 
are impossible as transactions are 
irreversible – unscrupulous players 
can’t call up their bank and say they 
didn’t make the bet. Bitcoin saves  
time and money.

That’s all very well, you may say, but 
are people actually betting with bitcoin? 

Based on what we’ve seen during  
the World Cup, the answer is yes.

Our turnover has exceeded 
expectations, with players in legal 
jurisdictions across the globe – from 
the UK to Australia – wagering on the 
tournament. Since our launch on 10 
June we have taken thousands of  
bets solely in bitcoin.

This is just the start. not just for us, 
but the entire industry. The extreme 
volatility in exchange rates has 
calmed down and bitcoin holders are 
transacting quicker and more often 
than ever before.

noted developer Hal Finney received 
the first payment of 100 BTC to test the 
network in 2009 and it took a while to 
get going. For much of the rest of that 
year, approximately 50% of bitcoin 
sat unspent and users would typically 
hold onto theirs for months. now 
the turnover is rapid – only a small 
percentage goes unspent and typically 
transactions happen within 24 hours.

Bitcoin might be in its nascent stages 
but it presents a massive opportunity 
for those who are ready to embrace 
and help normalise the currency.”

Daniel is the founder of BetVIP.com, 
the world’s first licensed bitcoin-only 
sportsbook. The digital currency 
operator takes wagers and pays out 
winnings exclusively in bitcoin, offering 
odds on thousands of pre-match and in-
play markets. It holds a gaming licence 
in Curacao and only accepts bets in 
regulated markets
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OUT nOW: Look out for the July/august issue of Gambling 
Insider’s print magazine, featuring an in-depth Land-Based 
gaming Special as we profile key destinations such as Las Vegas 
and macau and assess how they stay ahead of the competition
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APPLY

affiLiate Manager(s)
Location: London Manila, Cyprus and Home Based; 
contract: Perm 

A number of large online gambling companies are 
looking for Affiliate Managers in various locations.  
Some of these exciting locations include: London,  
Manila, Bucharest and Cyprus. There is also one home-
based role. These are standard Affiliate Management 
roles and there are openings for those experienced in 
Casino, Sports, Bingo, Poker and games. Salaries are 
varied but fair in all available roles. if you have relevant 
experience in any of the above products and Affiliate 
Management then get in touch for more details. 

Apply to dgosling@bettingjobs.com (+44 1355 588988) 
quoting reference giF14_31
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